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Shoeboxed Now Automatically Categorizes Digital Receipts Into Tax Categories
DURHAM, N.C. — Scanning and organizing receipts just got even easier. Shoeboxed, the leading service for
online receipt management, now automatically assigns its users’ receipts into 15 common tax categories. A
sophisticated algorithm places scanned and emailed receipts into relevant categories according to the
information printed on each receipt.

Shoeboxed also detects the vendor name, date, and total from each receipt sent in through its Receipt Mail-In
program. Unlike other receipt management systems, Shoeboxed users never have to use a scanner or manually
type in their receipt information to keep track of their records digitally. Shoeboxed empowers its users to
outsource that manual labor while still having a complete receipt archive, easily sortable and searchable. And
now that receipts will be autocategorized, users will benefit from knowing more about their spending habits and
having their information in order for tax time.

About Shoeboxed
Shoeboxed.com organizes and manages receipts online. From simple bookkeeping to tax returns, users save
time and gain control with Shoeboxed’s innovative program. Users can scan and upload receipts for free on the
website and can subscribe to a Receipt Mail-In account to send receipts to the company. Shoeboxed will scan
and upload them into a secure online account where they can be accessed, organized, and exported to popular
desktop applications like Excel and Quicken.

Every account also includes a Shoeboxed email address to capture email receipts. When users have all their
receipts in one place, Shoeboxed.com makes it simple to organize receipts and expenses. Tracking and
managing your receipts has never been easier with Shoeboxed, the best online software for organizing receipts.
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All new users are now eligible for a free thirty (30) day free trial of Shoeboxed’s revolutionary receipt scanning
service, Receipt Mail-In. Normally $19.95 per month, the free trial will allow new users to explore what many
have called the “Netflix for receipts” without having to pay anything in the first thirty days. In Receipt Mail-In,
users mail in receipts, invoices, bills and other financial documents to Shoeboxed in prepaid envelopes that the
company provides. The documents are scanned and entered into an online account, where users can access,
sort, and export their receipt information. Receipts are sent back to users with another prepaid envelope for the
next cycle.

New users can sign up for the free trial at http://start.shoeboxed.com
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